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Prevention is the best cure
The effectiveness of many pieces of legislation is
determined not specifically by what they say,
but by the policy adopted by the bodies
responsible for implementing or enforcing the
legislation. The current legislation is very hard to
enforce, for example it is impossible to prove
that the release of a non-native aquatic animal
has taken place, unless the act of release is
observed. It is also difficult to licence and advise
anyone holding non-native crayfish unless they
are known to be undertaking such activities by
the FHI.

One of the main contributing factors to this
problem is the lack of public awareness both of
the impact that non-native crayfish have on the
environment and of the legislation controlling
their keeping and release. If you are aware of
any activities involving the sale or keeping of
non-native crayfish that could involve a breach
of the legislation discussed above please contact
the Fish Health Inspectorate on 01305 206673
or email: fish.health.inspectorate@cefas.co.uk/.
All information will be treated in the strictest of
confidence and will be dealt with in a sensitive
manner.
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Background
In England and Wales, fish and shellfish are the
fourth most commonly reported food vehicle of
infectious intestinal disease in humans.
Historically, public health controls on the
commercial production of shellfish have been
based on the principle that the quality of
shellfish greatly depends on the quality of the
waters they grow in. Therefore, specific
legislation has incorporated a combination of
pre- and post-harvest controls consisting in
microbiological monitoring and classification of
shellfish production or relaying areas and
purification treatments that aim to certify that
shellfish meet the end product standard for
human consumption. In fact, these controls
have collectively contributed to reduce the
presence of many pathogens in shellfish and
their end products in the production process,
thus minimising the risk of human illnesses. The
present controls generally achieve this for
bacterial pathogens such as Salmonella while
reducing, but not entirely eliminating, the risk of
viral illness.

New legislation
From the 1st January 2006, a new package of
EU Regulations came into effect that replaced
EU Directive 91/492/EEC. Regulation (EC) No
854/2004 specifies the rules for the
organisation of official controls on products of
animal origin intended for human consumption,
including shellfish. The Regulation defines
additional requirements for competent
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authorities intending to classify shellfish
production or relaying areas (see Table 1). The
application of these requirements is known as
the ‘Sanitary Survey’ and its main purpose is to
assess the potential sources of faecal
contamination affecting a proposed shellfish
harvesting area and therefore to inform the
sampling plan for ongoing microbiological
monitoring of the production area.
Table 1. ‘Sanitary survey’ requirements laid down
in Regulation (EC) No 854/2004.
If the competent authority decides, in principle, to classify a
production or relaying area, it must:
(a) make an inventory of the sources of pollution of human or
animal origin likely to be a source of contamination for the
production area;
(b) examine the quantities of pollutants which are released during
the different periods of the year, according to the seasonal
variations of both human and animal populations in the
catchment area, rainfall readings, waste-water treatments, etc.
(c) determine the characteristics of circulation of pollutants by
virtue of current patterns, bathymetry and the tidal cycle in the
production area.

The sanitary survey process
From April 2007, Cefas is undertaking sanitary
surveys in shellfish production areas in England
and Wales on behalf of the competent authority
- the Food Standards Agency (FSA) - in order to
enable the FSA to demonstrate compliance with
the requirements of Regulation (EC) No
854/2004. The key tasks of a sanitary survey
were defined by the EU Working Group on the
Microbiological Monitoring of Bivalve Mollusc
Harvesting Areas, Guide to Good Practice and
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The desk study aims to review the available
information relevant to the new fishery and its
potential contamination. When undertaking a
sanitary survey, where practical, Cefas will also
be taking the opportunity to review the existing
monitoring points for classified beds in the
same area. Influences on the significance of
pollution sources will of course be different
from area to area and dependent on the biology
of the species to be harvested and
environmental conditions. The factors that will
need to be considered when undertaking the
sanitary survey are:
• geographical proximity of the source(s) and
harvesting areas
• effectiveness of sewage treatment processes
• farming activities
• rainfall effects on the contribution from the
individual sources such as
– discharges from sewer and surface water
overflows
– river flows
– direct land run-off
• tides and currents
• other environmental factors linked to season
• species- specific differences in retention and
accumulation of micro-organisms
Desk study. As much information as possible is
being obtained from existing sources of
information, in order to minimize the resources
needed. These sources will include, primarily but
not exclusively, other government bodies such
as the Environment Agency [sewage discharge
information], Defra [agricultural census data]
and the Meteorological Office [rainfall and wind
data]. Information from local sources will be
very important – this will include confirmation
of the location and nature of the shellfisheries
together with additional knowledge on
potential sources of localized pollution and
seasonal factors. Co-operation with this will be
welcomed from the shellfish industry itself, local
authorities, Sea Fisheries Committees and other
local bodies.

Shoreline surveys will normally be undertaken in
association with the Local Food Authorities who
are responsible for sampling and enforcement.
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commonly involve a desk study, a shoreline
survey and a bacteriological survey.

A bacteriological survey may be necessary to
help identify the most appropriate location(s) of
sampling for ongoing microbiological
monitoring. Usually, this involves the collection
of shellfish and/or water samples, from a larger
number of sampling points than would be used
for ongoing monitoring or under specific
environmental conditions, e.g. after heavy
rainfall.
A formal report is required for each new
shellfish production or relaying area, detailing
the work undertaken and assessment of
sanitary survey data. It may cover several beds
and sampling points and review existing
sampling points. The assessment informs a
sampling plan for ongoing microbiological
monitoring, produced along side the sanitary
survey report. The sampling plan specifies the
production area, associated shellfish production
beds, harvested species, location and frequency
of sampling and the responsible local food
authority/sampling officers. This will then be
subject to periodic review.

Time scale
The overall process for sanitary survey is
summarised in Figure 1. Once the procedure
becomes routine, the usual time between
receipt of an application for classification of an
area and production of a sampling plan will be
approximately three months. There is therefore
a need for operators to notify their Local
Authority of their intent to harvest a new
species or work from a new area at the earliest
stage possible. Current requirements for initial
microbiological monitoring leading to a
provisional classification require 10 to 12
samples over a period of 3-4 months. The
shortest time from application to provisional
classification is therefore anticipated as being
approximately 6 months.

The shoreline survey is the physical inspection of
the shoreline and adjacent areas to confirm the
presence of sources of contamination identified
through the desk study and to identify any
other non-documented sources of
contamination for the shellfish production area.
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Many shellfish production areas are subject to
multiple sources of pollution. Under Regulation
(EC) No 854/2004 a sanitary survey is required
for all new shellfish harvesting areas (this
includes new beds in existing production areas).
From April 2007, Cefas is undertaking sanitary
surveys for all new areas on behalf of the Food
Standards Agency. The survey includes a
systematic desk based review of all available
information plus a survey of the harvesting area
that aims to identify potential sources of
pollution and put the results of the desk study
in context. Cooperation of local stakeholders is
viewed as an important part of this process. This
work will determine the resulting sampling
plans and subsequent monitoring required
under the Regulation. Greater consistency in the
approach to monitoring is anticipated across
Europe and a more strategic monitoring
programme is expected with the
implementation of the sanitary survey
requirements in England and Wales.

Figure 1. Sanitary Survey Process Summary
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Introduction
The main agents of illness in Europe are viral
and are principally Hepatitis A Virus (HAV) and
Norovirus with the latter predominating in
Northern Europe. In the European Union,
assessment of the risk of contamination of
bivalve shellfish harvesting areas by sewagederived pathogens is undertaken by
classification on the basis of monitoring of
bivalve molluscan harvesting areas for
Escherichia coli in samples of shellfish. In
practice, shellfish are sampled from defined
monitoring points on a monthly basis for their
E. coli content per 100g of flesh and
intravalvular fluid and the classification is
assigned on the basis of a time series set of
data.
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It is recognized that there are certain limitations
in the use of E. coli as an indicator, particularly
in reflecting the viral content of shellfish on a
single sample basis. It has been shown that F+
bacteriophage can be a better indicator of the
possible presence of Norovirus in shellfish.

Studies in Langstone Harbour
On the basis of proposals for the use of
F+bacteriophage as a viral indicator, it has been
used on occasions in England and Wales to
assist in the assessment of the significance of
sewage spill events (arising from sewage
treatment plant malfunction or sewerage
network breakages) and subsequent reduction
of the presumed risk to background levels. The
study described here was carried out following
a series of successive sewage spills in a natural
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